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Abstract—Significant advances have been made in facial image animation 
from a single image. Nonetheless, generating convincing facial feature move-
ments remains a complex challenge in computer graphics. The purpose of this 
study is to develop an efficient and effective approach for transferring motion 
from a source video to a single facial image by governing the position and expres-
sion of the face in the video to generate a new video imitating the source image. 
Compared to prior methods that focus solely on manipulating facial expressions, 
this model has been trained to distinguish the moving foreground from the back-
ground image and to create motions such as facial rotation and translation as well 
as small local motions such as gaze shift. The proposed technique uses generative 
adversarial networks GANs with a motion transfer model. The network fore-
casts photorealistic video frames for a given target image using synthetic input 
in renderings from a parametric face model. The authenticity in this postprocess-
ing conversion is attained by precise image manipulation. Thorough adversarial 
training is used to produce greater accuracy in this postprocessing conversion. 
Although more improvements to face landmark identification on videos and face 
super-resolution techniques have been made to improve the results, the proposed 
technique can provide more coherent videos with improved visual quality, result-
ing in more aligned landmark sequences for training. In addition, experiments 
indicate that we obtain superior results compared to those obtained by the state-
of-the-art image-driven technique with PSNR 30.74 and SSIM 0.90.

Keywords—adversarial learning, face image super-resolution, image-to-video, 
motion transfer

1 Introduction

Facial image animation is the process of moving a single image to a target video 
so that it smoothly substitutes an existing face in the target while maintaining a realis-
tic appearance. Face transform (also known as re-enactment) is a technique in which 
a video’s facial movements and deformations are used to influence the motions and 

1 The authors hereby confirm that they have obtained the consent of the persons depicted in 
the photographs for publication.
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deformations in another video or image. Face transform has recently been the focus 
of researchers because of its possible applications in video games, video editing, news 
broadcasting, virtual reality, and elsewhere [1–3]. The modeling and display of virtual 
face images are a persistent, difficult challenge in graphic design [4]. Due to the com-
plexity of deformation, material characteristics, and phenomena such as occlusion 
and dis-occlusion, the task of developing efficient representations capable of creating 
high-quality renderings is a complex one. These issues are prevalent in frameworks 
that attempt to include the eyes and mouth cavity in their entirety. A geometry-based 
method would need precise modeling of the eyes and eyelids as well as the tongue, 
teeth, and gums, all of which are prone to artifacts, have poor visual quality, and 
require substantial manual involvement. Previous research suggested exchanging or 
re-enacting procedures to transmit or manipulate facial appearances and depended on 
underlying 3D face models [5]. Face forms were approximated or fixed based on the 
supplied image [6, 7]. The input photos were then aligned with the 3D geometry and 
subsequently utilized for swapping or re-enactment [8]. Researchers have developed 
techniques for the autonomous synthesis and augmentation of visual data during the 
last few years. Numerous techniques evolved from generative adversarial networks 
(GANs) [9] and variational autoencoders (VAEs) [10]. Additional data, such as con-
ditioning labels, are included in these systems (e.g. indicating body poses and facial 
expressions). They are entirely data-driven, depending on a vast quantity of training 
data to find a latent representation of the visual inputs needed for the image generation 
[11–14]. Multiple face re-enactment approaches were motivated by using conditional 
generative adversarial networks (CGANs) [15] to transfer an image depicting actual 
data from one domain to another [16]. Siarohin et al. [17] have proposed a technique 
for image animation in two steps. First, dense motion is estimated using a first-or-
der motion model; the image is then refined using an image generator. This method is 
entirely self-supervised and significantly improves the quality of animated face videos. 
The identity of the source face is retained, and the facial movements are detailed and 
constant in time. Despite the success of this method, face deformation and errors were 
present in the generated videos, as shown in Figure 1. Inspired by the method suggested 
in [17], our method looks at how to create a video of a target face (using only one 
image of the target) that replicates the behaviors of a source face when the source and 
target faces are different entities. More precisely, this method enables a source face to 
control the target’s facial expressions, eye movement, rigid head position, and, to some 
extent, the target’s face identity. These dimensions can be tweaked independently or in 
tandem with the others. The entire head and hair automatically create the target frames, 
a natural upper body, and a background that adheres to the altered head. The following 
summarizes the significant contributions of this study:

•	 A ResNet is used for the encoder section of the motion transfer model to enhance the 
motion transformation from the source video to the target image.

•	 The Viola-Jones face detection algorithm is used to improve landmark detection, 
which significantly reduces face deformation.

•	 A novel face super-resolution model is used to improve the output video quality.
•	 A hybrid strategy, SWATS (switch adaptive to stochastic), trains the model with an 

adaptive method such as the Adam optimizer and switches to a stochastic method 
such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to improve the learning process.
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•	 Our method achieves better results than state-of-the-art methods, as discussed in the 
results and discussion section.

The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes significant 
research on facial animation. Section 3 details the method used in this study. Section 4 
details the experiment. Section 5 discusses the research and results. Finally, in Section 6,  
we conclude.

Fig. 1. Overview of the suggested method for generating video from a 
single source image controlled by driving frames from target video

2 Related work

Controlling the animation of facial images has an approximately two-decade history. 
Although these methods were first created to resolve privacy concerns [18], they are 
becoming more popular for amusement [19] and entertainment [20].

2.1 Face animation based on 3D methods

Historically, face animation (or puppeteering) was performed by fitting a 3D mor-
phable model to a single image and manipulating the anticipated parameters [21]. 
Subsequent work expanded on the fitting of 3D morphable by including high-level 
features [22, 23], adding more images [24] or 3D scans [25], or immediately learning 3D 
morphable model parameters from RGB data without the need for labeled data. Unfor-
tunately, although these approaches are quite precise, they are highly domain-specific 
and their performance suffers dramatically in challenging circumstances, such as when 
occlusions are present [26].

2.2 GANs and VAE based methods

It has been demonstrated that GANs [9] generate fake images with the same distribu-
tion as the target domain. Therefore, VGAN [27], a 3D convolutional GAN capable of 
concurrently generating all target video frames, was introduced by Vondrick et al. Using 
the same method, TGAN is a GAN-based model created by Saito et al. [28] that can 
create multiple frames simultaneously. The visual quality of these processes’ outputs, 
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on the other hand, is usually poor. Recurrent neural networks trained in an adversarial 
approach have been used in recent video production processes. Wang et al. [14], for 
example, introduced the Conditional MultiMode Network (CMM-Net), a deep archi-
tecture that combines a conditional long short-term memory (LSTM) network and a 
VAE to create face videos. In addition, MoCoGAN [29], a deep architecture based on 
an adversarial learning-trained recurrent neural network, was introduced by Tulyakov 
et al. Using conditional information such as category labels or static photographs as 
input, these algorithms can produce high-quality video frames representing desired 
activities. Lombardi et al. [30] and Slossberg et al. [31] proposed an alternative method. 
Instead of working in pixel space, they train a deep neural network using a 3D model 
with texture using a 128-dimensional vector. They use a high-quality face capture sys-
tem comprising 40 synchronized machine vision cameras to reconstruct consistent 3D 
face geometry for each frame. Finally, they train a VAE to synthesize geometry as well 
as a view-dependent texture using 3D geometry and the average texture, which facili-
tates the portrayal of high-quality 3D face sequences. Additionally, they demonstrated a 
technique for modifying face expressions by imposing position constraints on vertices, 
allowing greater creative control over facial emotions.

2.3 Controlling image production with a multi-modal method

 [32] use several samples of the source face to create an identity embedder, then 
combine the rasterized landmarks image and the identity embedded vector in an image 
generator to create the target image. By including high-frequency characteristics in 
their later work [33], they improved the speed of neural rendering without losing visual 
quality by combining the optical flow warped version of the input image with the syn-
thesized intermediate images. On a per-frame basis, [34] handled the problem of motion 
transfer by framing it inside an image-to-image translation paradigm. Furthermore, it 
suggested imposing geographical and temporal constraints. In [35], they stressed the 
significance of video synthesis, particularly temporal dynamics. Finally, [36] presented 
X2Face, a deep architecture for turning a face image into motion patterns created by 
another face or modality, such as audio, from a face input image. They demonstrated 
that a data-driven system can animate still images of faces without using 3D rendering.

Robust facial landmark detection algorithms have been developed over time. Pre-
vious research has used Dlib [37] or FAN4 [38] to train their algorithms to detect face 
landmarks. However, these generate outputs that are riddled with temporal graphical 
anomalies. As a result, this study incorporates the Viola-Jones face detection approach. 
This method may result in a shift in focus, and reliable facial landmarks enhance its 
efficiency.

3 The proposed method

The objective is to make a face movie with a source face image and a sequence of 
driving face landmarks in which the face’s motion matches that of the driving face 
landmarks. Face images are identified through a vector concatenating each landmark’s 
coordinates. The task is made more accessible by creating simply one face image. 
A new face image It

n is created for each triple of the source face image Is, source face 
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landmark vector ILM, and driving landmark vector Drlm
n, n = 1,2,..., N are then concate-

nated to create a face video; N denotes the frames count.

3.1 Method overview

Figure 2 illustrates our strategy in further detail. Two main networks are used to 
build an end-to-end model to generate a new face video. The first leading network is 
the dense network, which is the essential part; its role is to transfer the motion from 
the driving video to the source image Is This network used a U-Net model with ResNet 
pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset for the encoder section of the key point detector 
to get the key points from Is and ID

n (the image from the driven video). The Viola-Jones 
face detection algorithm is employed for improving key point selection in this step. 
A ten-filter convolutional layer is added to the previously described network to generate 
feature maps of size batch × height × width × 10 as the output. Then, for calculating 
the location of the key points, the maximum value of each feature map is estimated 
using the Softmax function; this function is applied along the spatial axes (height and 
width). Therefore, the final key points will have a shape of batch × 10 × 2, where each 
keypoint has two values for X and Y coordinates. Then, the dense motion network takes 
the source image Is, its keypoints ILM, and the key points of the driving image Drlm

n  to 
generate a dense motion map Fn, which denotes the per-pixel mapping. Next, bi-linear 
warping is applied to warp Is through Fn to achieve an initial estimation EI

n as in the 
following equation:

 E I FI
n

w
b

s
n= B ( , )  (1)

Then, the result of concatenating EI
n and Fn is used as the input of the second leading 

network (the generator, which is a GAN network) to generate and refine the occluded 
regions. The generator generates the final image by using Eq. (2) as follows:

 I E M R Mt
n

I
n n

I
n n� � � ( )1  (2)

Fig. 2. The block diagram of the suggested network
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3.2 The super-resolution model

A face super-resolution model is built to increase the quality of the generated video. 
This model comprises a series of convolutional layers, each with a 3  3 kernel, that 
perform downsampling operations, followed by a chain of deconvolutional layers that 
perform upsampling operations to process information at various spatial scales, as 
shown in Figure 3. This approach facilitates more precise mapping of the low-resolution 
LR and high-resolution HR faces by sharing low-level characteristics throughout the 
network. Five blocks of downsampling and five blocks of upsampling compose the 
model. In addition, a skip connection is inserted between layer i in the downsampling 
chain and layer n-1 + i in the upsampling chain, where n is the total number of layers, to 
enhance pixel localization between LR and HR images. Using these skip connections, 
all image channels are concatenated.

Fig. 3. The architecture of the proposed face super-resolution model

3.3 Training losses

In a self-supervised environment, the network is trained using a collection of face 
recordings. It detects face landmarks in submitted videos prior to training. The model 
picks pairs of the source and driving images from each training video at random 
throughout the training phase. Using the source image Is, the source face landmarks 
vector ILM, and the driving face landmarks vector Drlm

n, the network is trained to rebuild 
It
n from scratch. The perceptual loss is estimated as in Eq. (3):

 L Dr I K Dr K Ip I
n

t
n

j I
n

j t
n

j

j
( ) ( ) ( ), | |� �

�� 1  (3)

where DrI
n is the image from the driven video, Kj is the jth channel feature extracted 

using VGG-19, and J is the feature channels count.
For the discriminator D part of the GAN network, least-square error loss is used as 

follows in Eq. (4):

 L Dr I D Dr D ID I
n

t
n

I
n

t
n( ), ( ) ( )� � �1  (4)
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For the generator G part as well, the least-square error loss is defined as follows in 
Eq. (5):

 L Dr I G IG I
n

t
n

t
n( ), ( )� �1  (5)

In Eq. (6), the total of all prior losses is utilized as an objective function to be 
minimized:

 L L L Ltotal p D G� � �� � �  (6)

Whereas for the face image super-resolution model, the loss function is calculated 
as follows in Eq. (7):

 L HR HR
N
HR HRSR i i i i( )� � � 

1  (7)

where HR HRi iand  are the original image and the generated image by the model, 
respectively. The overall training procedure before applying the super-resolution model 
on the generated image is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Training procedure

Input: Batch size B, Is and DrI
n, n = 1,2,..., N, the maximum number of epochs E.

Output: Trained model
1: while Iteration < E do:
2:  Use key points detector to estimate ILM and Drlm

n .
3:  Put Is, ILM, and Drlm

n  into the dense network to generate a dense motion map Fn.
4:  Calculate the initial estimation EI

n using Eq. (1).
5:  Use the generator network to generate the final image It

n according to Eq. (2).
6:  Calculate the loss using Eq. (6).
7:  Update the weights
8: end while

4 Experiments

The experiments used the VoxCeleb dataset of 22,496 face videos collected 
from YouTube. An initial bounding box is produced from the first video frame for 
pre-processing. This face is tracked until it deviates too far from its original place. The 
video frames are then cropped using the smallest crop that encompasses all bounding 
boxes. The method is continued until the sequence is completed. Finally, sequences 
with a resolution of less than 256 × 256 are removed; the remaining videos are enlarged 
to 256 × 256 while maintaining the aspect ratio.

4.1 Performance metrics

Two commonly used metrics are used to evaluate the method performance and 
compare them to state-of-the-art works:
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•	 PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) measured in dB, as defined in Eq. (8):

 PSNR Dr I L
MSE Dr II

n
t
n

I
n

t
n

( )
( )

, log
,

�
�

�
�
�

�

�
�
�

20  (8)

where L represents the maximum possible pixel value of the image, MSE is the mean 
squared error between the ground truth image and the image produced by the model. 
Thus, PSNR is in the range of (0, ∞], where a higher value is better.

•	 SSIM (structural similarity index measure) given by [39] is defined in Eq. (9):

 SSIM Dr I
P

sim Dr II
n

t
n

I
n

t
n

i

P
( ), ( , ),�

��1
1  (9)

where sim (.,.) is the similarity function that measures the structural similarity 
between the P image patches ( ),Dr II

n
t
n ; This function is defined in Eq. (10) below:
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where u1 and u2 are the means of the local patches DrI
n � and I s st

n , 1
2

2
2and  denote 

their local variances, and S12 denotes the local covariances of DrI
n and It

n. C1 and C2 are 
constant hyperparameters. SSIM is in the range of (0, 1), where 1 indicates that the two 
images are identical.

4.2 Model training

A hybrid strategy, SWATS (switch adaptive to stochastic), trains the model with 
an adaptive method (in this experiment, Adam optimizer is used) and switches to a 
stochastic method (stochastic gradient descent, SGD) to improve the learning process. 
These experiments are conducted on Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-10750H CPU @ 2.60 GHz 
with 2.59 GHz, 32.0 GB of RAM, and a display adapter from NVIDIA GeForce GTX 
1650 Ti.

5 Results and discussion

Extensive quantitative and qualitative experiments have been performed to verify 
the effectiveness of the suggested method, which was compared with the following 
state-of-the-art methods: X2Face (2018) [36], MoCoGAN (2018) [29], Monkey-Net 
(2019) [40], Few-shot (2019) [32], and PuppeteerGAN (2020) [41]. The results show 
that our suggested method performs better than all the above-mentioned methods. 
This approach is better than [17] at generating images with delicate local motion and 
controlling facial pose, whereas other methods struggle. As shown in Figure 4, this 
method can handle expressions even in large-angle difference and driving video with 
no glasses for a source image with glasses. Different positions and expressions, facial 
shapes, and hair occlusions are represented in certain samples. Quantitative comparison 
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results are shown in Table 1. PSNR and SSIM are computed for each method, and our 
proposed method achieved the highest values.

Table 1.  Quantitative comparison with similar methods

Method PSNR SSIM

X2Face 22.54 0.72

MoCoGAN 17.36 0.54

MonkeyNet 30.87 0.74

Few-shot N/A 0.72

PuppeteerGAN N/A 0.73

The suggested method 30.74 0.90

Fig. 4. Samples of face animation results were produced by our suggested network

Furthermore, a selection of animation character images have been applied to these 
experiments and achieved good results, despite the relative paucity of facial details 
in these images. In real life, challenge images are made by collecting photographs of 
public figures from the Internet and generating face images using our suggested model 
trained on VoxCeleb1. Additionally, the testing is conducted across many identities, 
with the movement of one person’s facial image influencing the movement of another 
person’s facial image. Finally, a comparison is made with [17] (whose model is also 
based on VoxCeleb1). The visualization findings in Figure 5 demonstrate that our tech-
nique produces more realistic images with more strong gaze transitions and less form 
distortion. On the other hand, the visuals of [17] cannot track the direction of the gaze 
in driving images.
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Fig. 5. Qualitative comparison with the state-of-the-art first-order method

Although this method may yield very accurate re-enactment results in many appli-
cations and conditions, it does have certain limits. Like many others of its kind, this 
strategy performs wonderfully within the constraints of the training corpus. However, 
extreme target head positions, such as extreme rotations or emotions, may degrade the 
video portrait’s visual quality. Furthermore, because a parametric model is trained only 
on the face, the motions of the body, hair, or backdrop cannot be actively adjusted. 
Instead, the network eventually extrapolates for a particular head posture and calculates 
a realistic and consistent upper. This limitation can be resolved by training the model 
on the body and developing an enormous collection of conditioning photos based on 
the underlying body model. Finally, rather than constituting a restriction, the democra-
tization of advanced high-quality video editing abilities afforded by this and other tech-
niques calls for increased attention to be paid to verifying film authenticity, such as by 
invisible watermarking.The suggested technique does not require a significant amount 
of time-consuming, subject-specific data collecting and model training, thereby making 
face animation easier to achieve for non-experts.

6 Conclusion

A new approach for animating facial images has been demonstrated. The dense 
motion generation technique is used, followed by image generation. In addition, to 
improve the outcomes, a super-resolution model is applied. This approach may create 
both global (such as face rotation and translation) and fine local motion (such as gaze 
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change). Face landmark identification may also be accomplished using the Viola–Jones 
method, which significantly increases the visual quality and temporal coherence of 
created videos. Experiments have revealed that this approach is better than existing 
state-of-the-art image-driven algorithms in terms of outcomes. It is recommended that 
future work use the audio modality to significantly improve the quality of facial images 
produced.
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